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This ISA model invests in a very wide range of more defensive assets including fixed interest funds, 
alternative debt vehicles, corporate bonds, currencies, ‘Peer to Peer’ lenders and other low risk/volatility 
funds.  It can also invest some capital in core commodities, energy funds and diversified commercial 
property funds (for their high rental flows). We can also include other uncorrelated assets such as bullion 
which should behave in an unrelated manner to other market exposure.  Overall the strategy should 
provide good income compared to general interest rates on simple deposits. Crucially it should also 
provide superior stability during typical market volatility. Our investors can access these assets through 
specialist and highly diverse funds. We also invest in overseas’ securities’ funds. Returns may still be 
affected by inflation, interest rates and currency rate changes for example. 
 
We include many different components to reduce risk further. The main emphasis is always collective 
investment funds. Some of these may have limited exposure to shares but only as smaller parts of their 
strategies. Aside from the rare inclusion of a direct share in a company which may, for example, have a 
diversified portfolio of secure loans or suitable defensive market assets, the strategy does not own other 
direct shares nor funds investing mainly in ordinary shares of ‘normal’ trading companies. 
 

  
Presently held Top Ten Strategy Holdings  

(New investments will not necessarily reflect this) 
 

Top Ten Holdings % Sectors 
iShares USD Treasury Bond 1-3yr ETF GBP Hedged 5.71% Defensive 

SPDR Bloomberg Global Aggregate Bond GBP Hedged ETF 5.68% Defensive 
Invesco High Yield Fund UK Z Inc 5.67% Defensive 

Fidelity Funds Global Inflation-Linked Bond Fund Y Dist 
GBP Hedged 5.56% Defensive 

iShares Global High Yield Corp Bond GBP Hedged ETF 5.48% Defensive 
Henderson Diversified Income Trust Plc (HDIV) 5.47% Defensive 

WisdomTree Short EUR Long GBP 5.34% Defensive 
Invesco UK Gilt 1-5 Year UCITS ETF Dist 4.91% Defensive 

Tufton Oceanic Assets Ltd Share Price (SHIP) 4.75% 
Uncorrelated 
Alternatives 

Invesco Bond Income Plus Ltd (BIPS) 4.42% Defensive 
      

Total Percentage of Strategy Represented 52.99%   
 

Key Attractions 

Current Sector Allocation
Cash ‐ 5.03%

Defensive ‐ 83.49%

Uncorrelated
Alternatives ‐ 11.48%



Risk Warning 
Past performance is not a guide to the future. Capital values and the income received can fall as well as rise.  Income yield figures may 
vary and are not guaranteed.  Where a fund holds assets in other currencies there can be extra risks from exchange rate fluctuations.  

Individual advice and guidance is recommended if you are unsure of anything. 
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Independent and unfettered investment management 

Very attractive dealing terms negotiated through our market presence 

Comprehensive reporting and quarterly valuations 

No additional Income Tax to pay 

Exemption from Capital Gains Tax 

No need to declare returns to HM Revenue & Customs 

Complete flexibility with lump-sum and/or regular contributions 

Flexibility to draw income or reinvest 

Free access to our highly experienced staff to discuss your options and needs 

Income Options: Monthly or Quarterly all income received or a fixed, regulated sum 

    
Key Facts 

   
Collective Model Strategy Size £13,187,043.28 

Combined ISA Models Value £74,836,179.53 
Annual Management Charge 1.5% 

Estimated Annual Underlying Investment Charge 0.6%* 
Estimated Annual Transaction Charges 0.525%** 

Withdrawal Fee NIL*** 
 Projected Annual Income Yield for £20,000 3.64% 

 Minimum Initial Investment £1,000 
 Minimum Top up £500 

 Minimum Monthly £50 
 Valuation and Transaction Reporting Dates January, April, July and October 

 Income Options Monthly or Quarterly 
 Administrator Quai Administration Services 

   
 
*Collective investments held (mainly Investment Trusts), charge management fees.  The figure shown 
is a fair appraisal of what that may be in total on your account.  Direct stocks have no ‘management 
costs’ within. 
 
** This covers the 1% charge on purchases and 2% on sales.  There is no minimum so small deals are 
very economic.  There is also a £150 upper cap.  The appraisal suggests a portfolio turnover of 15% 
annually.  0.5% Stamp Duty applies to most investments anywhere and is included too. 
 
*** On standard withdrawal terms 
 
For full details of the terms and charges, please refer to our Discretionary Client Agreement. 
 


